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DBS AUGUST SPECIALS!
WE’VE GOT NEW PRODUCTS AND SOME OLD FAVES
AMONG THE SPECIALS THIS MONTH
WHAT’S NEW! - OUR OWN BRAND OF TOLUENE FREE ADHESIVE
THE NEW DR’S REMEDY ENRICHED CUTICLE OIL, NEW STERILISATION INDICATORS
OLD FAVES - QLICKSMART, MOCOM

NOTOL ORTHOBOND
Our own high quality Toluene Free Contact Adhesive for all
types of orthotic applications. Available in 1lt, 4lt and 20lt tins
Sticks Great! Less Odour! 1lt Solvent also available!
From using in your practice to repair a top cover to Labs working
with hundreds of devices we have the size for you.
GREAT PRICES TOO!

**NOTE - all adhesives need to be shipped as Dangerous Goods so they do attract a freight
surcharge and may possibly be delivered separately to other items on your order.

INTRO SPECIALS! - 10% off the already great prices
1lt

$31.50

4lt

$80.10

20lt

$260.10
CARESS CUTICLE OIL

The NEW version with the new formula is now in stock!
Formulated with a trio of nourishing natural oils for supreme conditioning,
NEW CARESS Cuticle Oil intensely hydrates skin and nails and revives dry,
cracked cuticles on contact. Fast-absorbing with a non greasy-feel, the luxe
yet lightweight oil delivers deep conditioning around cuticles and the nail bed.
With an organic blend of comforting Lavender Oil, antioxidant-rich
Grape Seed Oil, Algae Extract and purifying Tea Tree Oil,
CARESS Cuticle Oil is perfect for problem cuticles and dry skin or simply
keeping cuticles and nails in their best condition.

CARESS CUTICLE OIL HAS BEEN A BIG HIT IN THE USA
WITH IT’S NEW ENRICHED ANTI-FUNGAL FORMULA
NEW Dr.’s REMEDY CARESS Cuticle Oil also contains Undecylenic Acid
(or Undecenoic Acid in Australia) a powerful fatty acid used in many products to
effectively control topical skin fungal infection* and relieve itching and irritation.
A four month consumer trial in early 2019 found an extremely high satisfaction
rate (87%+) in overall health and appearance of cuticles and nails. There were
also significant decreases in splitting and peeling of cuticles, breakage due to
brittle dry nails and a 100% improvement in appearance of discoloured nails.
Advise your patients to apply twice a day for similar results.
Trial results are available on request. *Undecylenic Acid is not effective on or approved for fungal nail infections

$21.50 per bottle RRP $38.00

INTRO SPECIAL! Buy 3+ bottles for a 10% discount
NEW Dr.’s REMEDY CARESS Cuticle Oil is supplied in a box with product descriptions
and information plus directions for use. It will look great on display in your retail area.
CARESS Cuticle Oil is packaged in the same 15ml bottle as the Remedy Nail Colours and
is brushed onto cuticles so it is very simple to use making it easy to sell to your patients.
Great to use in conjunction with Dr.’s REMEDY Hydration Moisture Treatment as
a two pronged attack on dry, brittle cuticles and nails.
SPECIALS VALID UNTIL 31/8 OR WHILE STOCKS LAST. ALL PRICES ARE EX GST
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QLICKSMART
Every Pod should know that the Qlicksmart BladeFLASK is the safest
way to remove and contain used scalpel blades. Scalpel cuts can
happen to anyone - no matter how experienced you are in handling
scalpels. Qlicksmart BladeFLASK prevents the dangerous injuries
caused by removing blades with fingers, forceps or re-sheathing.
BladeFLASK is easy to use with a quick "push, click and pull"
action to remove and contain used scalpel blades.
NOTE - from AS/NZS 3825:1998
Procedures and Devices for the Removal and Disposal
of Scalpel Blades from Scalpel Handles
"removal of the blade must occur using a single handed technique.
This requires a device compliant with AS/NZS 3825 to be used in
accordance with manufacturer's instructions. In general terms, this
requires the approved blade-removing device to be securely
mounted to a surface so that the container does not need to be
held by the other hand during blade removal."
BladeFLASK used with the mounting bracket are the only
options available to ensure you comply with the procedures
and do so easily and safely. Don’t get caught out in an audit!

PROMO PRICE!

$24.90 normally $25.80

BUY 3+ @ 10% off list $23.22ea
MOUNTING BRACKET $5.00

ACS STERILISATION LABELS AND LABEL APPLICATOR
ACS sterilisation Process Indicator Labels are a
high quality label on a roll of 700 and designed to
fit the ACS Label Applicator and the Meditrax
Label Applicator. Available in 6 colours - Blue,
Green, Pink, Red, Yellow & White.
The ACS Label Applicator is designed to work
with the ACS Labels and will print 2 lines on the
label if required. Also takes Meditrax labels.

Applicator $315.00

MOCOM S 17lt $5795.00

$22.11ea

SAVE 15% off list price of $26.00

BUY 1 or an assortment of colours!

CLEAROUT SPECIAL!

DISCONTINUED - SO HALF PRICE
TRIFLEX STERILE LATEX
SURGICAL GLOVES POWDERED
Limited stock available in sizes -

6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8 & 8.5
Available until all sold

SPECIAL OFFER - 2 LEFT AT THIS DISCOUNT PRICE!
Upgrade to the best S Class Steriliser on the market.
Quick cycles, efficient drying and NO PRINTER required.
REMEMBER - this is the price delivered and installed.
We will arrange everything so that the process for you is worry-free.
The only extra charges which can be incurred are for remote areas or
extra validation requirements - we will advise these on your quote.

How to contact DBS

Phone: (02) 6685 5599
or 1800 626 692
Fax: (02) 6685 5546
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$20.00 for a box of 40

General Enquiries:
dbs-info@dbsmedical.com.au
Product Order:
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dbs-accounts@dbsmedical.com.au
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